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Opportunistic networks are becoming more and more important in the Internet of Things. The opportunistic network routing
algorithm is a very important algorithm, especially based on the historical encounters of the nodes. Such an algorithm can
improve message delivery quality in scenarios where nodes meet regularly. At present, many kinds of opportunistic network
routing algorithms based on historical message have been provided. According to the encounter information of the nodes in the
last time slice, the routing algorithms predict probability that nodes will meet in the subsequent time slice. However, if
opportunistic network is constructed in remote rural and pastoral areas with few nodes, there are few encounters in the
network. Then, due to the inability to obtain sufficient encounter information, the existing routing algorithms cannot accurately
predict whether there are encounters between nodes in subsequent time slices. For the purpose of improving the accuracy in the
environment of sparse opportunistic networks, a prediction model based on nodes intimacy is proposed. And opportunistic
network routing algorithm is designed. The experimental results show that the ONBTM model effectively improves the delivery
quality of messages in sparse opportunistic networks and reduces network resources consumed during message delivery.

1. Introduction

In the early days, wireless networks used fixed infrastructure
for communication. The infrastructure is called a wireless
access point, which can receive wireless signals and connect
to a wired network. The wireless communication terminal is
connected to the AP. When the wireless communication
terminal communicates with other nodes, the message must
be routed through the AP. Although the terminal has achieved
wireless access to the network, the terminal can only move
within the signal coverage area of the infrastructure, and the
network topology is stable. In this wireless network, although
the communication terminal can move as a node, the nodes
communicating with each other still requires infrastructure,

such as a cellular network or a wireless local area network with
the help of infrastructure (such as a wireless router).

In order to solve the terminal’s reliance on infrastructure
and use wireless network technology in a wider field or a
harsh environment, researchers have proposed a wireless
MANET (mobile ad hoc network). MANET has good adapt-
ability to changes in topology and does not need to build
infrastructure. When the node wants to communicate, other
wireless nodes forward messages hop by hop to complete the
communication task, and the nodes that pass through during
forwarding form a wireless communication link. This tech-
nology is often used for communications in military environ-
ments and harsh environments. In wireless mobile ad hoc
network, one or more stable links need to be established
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between communicating nodes, that is, the network is
basically connected within a period of time.

However, under more severe conditions, all nodes in the
network are mobile. Not only does the network have no
infrastructure to use, but also, it has no basic connected links.
The nodes are in multiple disconnected areas, and these areas
are connected by the mobile nodes over a period of time. In
this kind of network, people move randomly, there is no
stable connection between nodes, which causes the topology
of the network to change all the time, and there is almost no
link between the two nodes. In this case, if the traditional wire-
less mobile ad hoc network routing algorithm is used for
message transmission, the communication success rate is very
low. Since it is necessary to wait for the establishment of a con-
nected link during routing, the communication delay is greatly
increased and the communication opportunity is lost.

For solving the above-mentioned problem of intermittent
network connectivity, researchers proposed the concept of
opportunistic networks [1]. Opportunistic network evolved
from wireless MANET, which is not same as the traditional
wireless MANET. In opportunistic networks, because com-
munication nodes are mobile and signals are frequently
interrupted by interference, there are no stable communica-
tion links between nodes, and the network is divided into
multiple disconnected subnetworks [2–4]. Therefore, in tra-
ditional wireless ad hoc networks, message routing strategies
based on end-to-end links cannot be applied in opportunistic
networks. In opportunistic networks, an opportunistic net-
work routing strategy of “storage-carry-forward” is adopted
[5, 6]. That is, when the split network cannot be connected,
the message is stored locally; when the split network is
bridged by the mobile node, the message is forwarded.

2. Related Work

Routing algorithm is the focus of research in the field of
opportunistic network. A detailed description of the oppor-
tunistic network routing algorithm is as follows.

There are two types of opportunistic network routing algo-
rithm [7]. One is zero-message, including flooding mechanism
[8], direct forwarding mechanism [9], two-hop forwarding
mechanism [10], and fixed backup mechanism [11, 12]. The
other is message-assisted, including routing algorithms based
on data attributes [13, 14], routing algorithms based on node
information [15–17], routing algorithms based on topology
information [18, 19], and routing algorithm for information
fusion [20, 21]. In recent years, some researchers studied
opportunities networks using methods such as sensor net-
works, machine learning [22–24], and social networks in many
different kinds of scenes. For example, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) [25–27] is used to analyse opportunities networks.
What is more, some researchers [28–31] established models
based on machine learning for optimal routing in the oppor-
tunistic network. However, the time series and sociality are
more important to improve the message transmission quality
[32–34]. In recent years, some scholars have integrated oppor-
tunistic network routing algorithms with Internet of Vehicles
and edge computing to promote the development of the two
fields [35–37].

Opportunistic networks have high utilization value for
future communication networks, Internet of Things [38, 39],
wireless sensor networks, etc. By studying the information of
the nodes in the last time slice, the existing history-based
opportunistic network routing algorithms predict the probabil-
ity that nodes will meet in the next time slice. However, due to
vast territory and small population in rural and pastoral areas,
few nodes and encounters existed in the opportunistic network.
Therefore, the existing opportunistic network routing algo-
rithms obtained little encounter information in previous time
slices and cannot accurately predict whether there are encoun-
ters between nodes in subsequent time slices, which will
decrease the success rate of message delivery and result in an
increase in delivery latency. Due to the existing history-based
opportunistic network, routing algorithms are not fit to applied
in rural and pastoral areas, that is to say, it is not suitable for the
opportunistic network environment with sparse nodes of
pedestrians. Therefore, this paper studies the node intimacy
model, and the opportunistic network routing algorithm is pro-
vided. The proposed algorithm improves the efficiency of data
forwarding in the sparse opportunity network composed of
pedestrians.

There are two challenges for the algorithm based on
history behavior of nodes: formal representation of encoun-
ter records and the way for converting into encounter state;
classification of node encounter state.

In this paper, the main contributions include the
following:

(1) According to characteristics of node behavior, con-
tact duration, and encounter interval, we quantify
the encounter records of nodes

(2) We constructed the probabilistic model of node
encounter state for dynamic social relationship and
classified the encounter state by using support vector
machine. Based on the encounter state, the node inti-
macy calculation model is established

(3) An opportunistic network routing algorithm ONBTM
is proposed to forward messages in the network

(4) The final results show that the ONBTM algorithm can
achieve higher message delivery quality with less
resource consumption than other routing algorithms,
including epidemic, spray and wait, and prophet
algorithm.

In this paper, the rest of the sections are organized as fol-
lows. Some preliminary knowledge are provided in “Problem
Definition.” In “Opportunistic Network Routing Algorithm
Based on Node Intimacy,” we introduced the algorithm in
detail. Simulation experiments and some useful results are
obtained in “Experiments.” The main work of this paper is
concluded in “Conclusion.”

3. Problem Definition

We firstly give several preliminary knowledge, including time
series, initial state of node encounter, marked state of node
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encounter, node intimacy, and node intimacy based on time
series.

Definition 1. Time series. Let Ri = fT0, T1,⋯,Tkg, where Tk
denotes the kth time slice and Ri is a time series. In the
opportunistic network, time series is used to analyse the peri-
odic laws of node movement models, social relationships,
encounter timings, and changes of communication state.

Definition 2. Initial state of encounter. Let Rc = fCijj0 ≤ i ≤
n, 0 ≤ j ≤ ng, n is the node number, and Cij denotes initial
state when the node i and the node j encounter with each
other. TEij describes the communication time of the node i
and the node j, and TCij denotes the time required for nodes
i and j to transmit a valid data. PðCij, TkÞ describes the state
of the nodes i and j which meet in the kth time slice, where
C ∈ ð0, 1Þ. The initial state of encounter indicates the time
that node remains within the range of communication, where
Cij = TCij/TEij.

Definition 3.Marked state of encounter. In the opportunistic
network, encounter state can be divided into two types: valid
encounter state and invalid encounter state. A valid encoun-
ter indicates that there may be some correlation between
nodes, which can be used for data transmission. Invalid
encounter represents that there is no association between
nodes. Because Cij is uncertain, it is necessary to map the
encounter state to valid state or invalid state to indicate
whether the encounter of nodes i and j is valid. The mapped
encounter state is represented by C Satij = fC Satij∣0, C
Satij∣1jC Satij∣0 = 0, C Satij∣1 = 1g.

Let RC Sat = fC Satijj0 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ ng represent the set
of marked states that nodes meet each other in the opportu-
nistic network, where C Satij is the encounter state after node
i and node j are mapped and n denotes the node number.

For analysing the existence of encounter relationship
between nodes, the initial encounter state needs to be mapped
to marked state. Rc indicates that the initial state set of nodes
meets any element in the set Cij ∈ ½0, 1�. It is necessary to map
initial state Cij to marked state C Satij by using the mapping
function FðCijÞ = C Satij. The mapping model of encounter
state is defined by FðRC → RC SatÞ = f ðCij → C SatijÞ, where
Cij ∈ RC , C Satij ∈ RC Sat , i ∈ ½0, n�, j ∈ ½0, n� and n represents
node number in the network.

f : RC → RC Sat , Rt = f Cif → C Satif Tx, 0 ≤ x ≤ αjð Þ

= 〠
α

x=0
wx ⋅ ϕ Txð Þ + b,

ð1Þ

where K is called the latest time slice in the time slice series,
wx is the complexity of mapping, Tx is the time slice, ΦðTxÞ is
mapping function, and b is mapping factor. Themodel of Equa-
tion (1) describes support vector regression model for mapping
the initial state into marked state. The optimization problem of

Equation (1) can be abstracted into minimum loss model of
min EðwÞ:

minE wð Þ = 1
2 w ⋅wð Þ + C 〠

k

x=α+1
Tx − f Cij → C Satij Tx, 0 ≤ x ≤ αj� ��� ��

ε

 !

:

ð2Þ

In themodel of Equation (2),w ⋅w describes the complexity
of function ∑k

x=α+1jTx − f ðCij → C SatijjTx, 0 ≤ x ≤ αÞj
ε
in

Equation (1) which represents the average loss on the training
set; constant C is used to reduce the complexity f ðxÞ and
decrease the average loss. Equation (2) is used to optimize Equa-
tion (1). Equation (3) is optimized by Equation (2).

min
w,ξx ,ξ∗x ,b

1
2 w ⋅wð Þ + C ⋅

1
k
〠
k

T=1
ξx + ξ∗x
� �

s:t: w ⋅ ϕ XTð Þ + bð Þ − CSatij
≤ ε + ξx

CSati j
− w ⋅ ϕ Txð Þ + bð Þ ≤ ε + ξ∗x ,

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð3Þ

where ξx, ξ∗x ≥ 0.

max
βx ,β∗

x

〠
k

x=1
β∗
x CSati j

− ε
� �

− βx CSatij
+ ε

� �h i

−
1
2〠

k

x=1
〠
k

y=1
βx − β∗

xð Þ βy − β∗
x

� �
K βx, βy

� �

s:t: 〠
k

x=1
βx − β∗

x = 0, 0 ≤ βx, β∗
x ≤

c
k
:

8
>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

In Equation (4), Kðβx, βyÞ = ϕðβxÞϕðβyÞ denotes the ker-
nel function, and we use it to predict the experimental results,
ðβ, β∗Þ is the solution. In order to map the initial encounter
state to marked state, state mapping model is constructed with
Equation (1). In Equation (1), parameter b is uncertain. Equa-
tion (5) is derived from Equations (1), (3), and (4).

f Cij → C Satij Tx, 0 ≤ x ≤ αj� �
= 〠

α

x=0
βx − β∗

x

� �
K βx, βy

� �
+ �b:

ð5Þ

By using Equation (5), we can obtain the mapping factor �b.

�b = CSatij
− 〠

α

y=0
βy − β∗

x

� �
K βx, βy

� �
− ε, βx ∈ 0, c

k

� �
: ð6Þ

Based on above analysis, the initial encounter state is first
established between the nodes. And then, the initial state is
mapped to the marked state using the node state mapping
model.

Based on marked encounter state of nodes, opportunistic
network probabilistic routing based on node intimacy is
designed, which relies on the prediction of likelihood of
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nodes encountering. In order to calculate the probability of
nodes meeting, node intimacy model is proposed.

Definition 4. Node intimacy. Node intimacy represents the
intimacy of social relationships between nodes. The higher
the intimacy, the bigger possibility that the nodes meet with
each other. In the opportunistic network, the node intimacy
of any two nodes u and v is calculated by Equation (7):

Coh u, vð Þ = 1
2nc

〠
c

u=1
〠
c

v=1
AuvPuv, ð7Þ

where c is the node number in the opportunistic network
topology, Puv denotes the historical encounter probability of
nodes, and Auv describes the social network topology of the
opportunistic network.

Definition 5. Node intimacy based on time series. Let Pr
cohðu, vÞ denote the probability of intimacy between nodes
a and b. Pr cohðu, vÞold denotes the probability of intimacy
in previous time slice between nodes u and v. Pr cohinit is
the initialization constant between nodes, which is computed
by Equation (7). For all nodes in the opportunistic network,
the probability Pr cohðu, vÞ = Pr cohðu, vÞold + ð1 − Pr coh
ðu, vÞoldÞ ∗ Pr cohinit generally takes initial intimacy of any
two nodes u and v. The initial intimacy values on possible
worlds of opportunistic networks are denoted by OptN . By
using intimacy of the last time slice node u and node v, we
can calculate the intimacy Pr cohðu, vÞ of nodes a and b
under the current time. Pr cohðu, vÞ is susceptible to the fre-
quency of node encounters in the current time slice, which
may cause the calculated node intimacy to have jumps in dif-
ferent time slices. In order to overcome the sensitivity of Pr
cohðu, vÞ to the frequency of node encounters in different
time slices, we define new intimacy probability Pr coh
ðu, vÞnew from node u to node v on the opportunistic net-
works named OptN .

Pr coh u, vð Þnew = Pr coh u, vð Þold ∗ last time
cur time

+ Pr coh u, vð Þold ∗ cur time − last timeð Þ
cur time

:

ð8Þ

For all the node u ∈ VðNÞ, we can compute the Pr coh
ðu, vÞnew by Equation (8). The last time is the time slice that
recently updated the probability value of node intimacy,
and cur time is time since the opportunistic network has
been running.

4. Opportunistic Network Routing Algorithm
Based on Node Intimacy

Let node intimacy describe the valid encounter of nodes.
Node intimacy can predict the encounter probability of
nodes in a future time slice. Based on the fusion of historical
encounter probability and time series, the method of calcu-
lating node intimacy is proposed.

Algorithm 1 calculates the node intimacy of nodes u and
v, and Pr cohðuÞ = Pr cohðvÞ = Pr cohðu, vÞ.

By calculating node intimacy, opportunistic network rout-
ing algorithm based on node intimacy is proposed. The rout-
ing algorithm balances resource consumption, delivery
latency, and delivery success rate. And it is a multicopy repli-
cation propagation routing algorithm, which is message-
limited. In Algorithm 1, when node A carrying message M
meets node B, they exchange their message list. If there is no
message M in node B’ message list, B obtains the permission
to transmit the message M. Then node A and node B compare
their transmission predictions Pr cohðOptNÞnew. If Pr cohð
BÞ ≥ Pr cohðAÞ, node A copies the carried message M to node
B. In opportunistic network topology, messages are always
propagated in the direction that has a higher probability of
reaching the target node.

In Algorithm 2, S.request() is the request sent by node S
to node A. The request message contains the id and size of
the message M, and destination node. A.service_confirm()
is receiving service confirmation sent to A when node A
receives node S. Node S sends the message after receiving
the confirmation from node A, finally updating the intimacy
of node A and node S.

5. Experiments

We conducted several experiments to evaluate proposed
algorithms. The experimental results are as follows.

5.1. Experimental Setting. The experiments were run on a
Thinkpad T440p with 2.5GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 16GB
of RAM, and Windows 10 is installed on the machine.

By using the famous simulation platform ONE (Oppor-
tunistic Networking Environment) [2], we simulated a sparse
opportunistic network with pedestrians as nodes. In the net-
work, the node speed is the walking speed, and the node stor-
age size is set to a smaller value. We also simulated the
opportunistic network routing algorithm based on node inti-
macy. Then, the proposed algorithm are compared with sev-
eral well-known routing algorithms, for example, prophet,
epidemic, and spray and wait. For the purpose of making
the experimental environment more stable, it is necessary
to generate message after simulation platform runs for 1000
seconds. The parameter settings are shown in Table 1.

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.2.1. Experimental Results

(1) Average Buffer Time. It is used to represent that the occu-
pancy of the node buffer when the opportunistic network
routing strategy forwards message. The average buffer time
of nodes =∑destinationnode

i=1 τi/messagesreceivedbydestinationno
de, and τi represents the total buffer time of message i at each
node in opportunistic network. In the experiment, we com-
pared the average buffer time of opportunistic network rout-
ing algorithm ONBTM and other three algorithms. The node
number is varied from 0 to 180. Figure 1 reports the effects of
average buffer time of nodes in different node numbers. The
experimental results indicate that ONBTM is a very effective
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algorithm. Compared with epidemic and prophet algorithms,
algorithm proposed by this paper shows a steady downward
trend as the nodes number increases.

(2) Delivery Probability. It indicates the ability that the
opportunistic network routing strategy transmits messages
to the target node. What is more, the delivery probability
can measure the performance of the routing strategy.

deliveryprobability = messagesreceivedbydestinationnode
messagesreceivedbysourcenode

:

ð9Þ

In the experiment, we compared delivery success rate of
ONBTM, prophet, epidemic, and spray and wait. From
Figure 2, we have some observations:

(i) When the nodes are less than 60, all algorithms have
similar delivery probability

(ii) When the node number is greater than 60, ONBTM
is significantly better than epidemic and prophet.
Our algorithm ONBTM shows a steady upward
trend as the node number increases

(iii) Compared with the spray and wait algorithm,
ONBTM has a slightly lower delivery probability.
But ONBTM has much lower average buffer time
than spray and wait. That is, ONBTM achieves a
higher delivery success rate than epidemic and
prophet with lower resource consumption and a
slightly lower delivery success rate than spray and
wait.

(3) Average Hop Count. It represents the consumption of
resources when messages are transmitted in the network.

averagehopcount = ∑destinationnode
i=1 Si

numberofmessagereceivedbydestinationnode
:

ð10Þ

Si represents the relay nodes that message i passes before
reaching the destination node in the opportunistic network.

In the experiment, we examined the average hop count of
ONBTM, prophet, epidemic, and spray and wait. There are
some observations from Figure 3:

(i) In the opportunistic network, the node number
ranges from 20 to 180. Compared with the other
three algorithms, epidemic has the highest average
hop count, because messages are forwarded as long
as the nodes meet, which results in high resource
consumption, high cost of message forwarding, and
message congestion in the network. In terms of aver-
age hop counts, the ONBTM and the prophet show
similar trend, but the spray and wait is lower than
the other three algorithms. As the node number
increases, the average hop of epidemic strategy
increases fastest. This is because as the nodes number
increases, network congestion will increase. The
average hop count of ONBTM, prophet, and spray
and wait grows slowly as the nodes increases, and
when nodes increase to 150, the average hop count
tends to be stable

1: for all u ∈VðOptNÞdo
2: Pr cohinit ← random(0,1)
3: end for
4: for all v ∈VðOptNÞdo
5: Pr cohðu, vÞ← Pr cohðu, vÞold

+ð1 − Pr cohðu, vÞoldÞ ∗ Pr cohinit
6: cur time← get current slice timeðÞ
7: last time← get last slice timeðÞ
8: α← fPr cohðu, vÞold ∗ last time + Pr cohðu, vÞ ∗ ðcur time − last timeÞg/cur time
9: Pr cohðu, vÞnew ← α
10: end for
11: returnPr cohðOptNÞnew

Algorithm 1: Pr cohðOptNÞnew .

1: S ∈VðOptNÞ
2: for all A ∈ VðOptNÞdo
3: A← S. request ()
4: ifPr cohðAÞ ≥ Pr cohðSÞthen
5: S←A.service_confirm()
6: end if
7: if S.get(A.service_confirm()) then
8: A.buffer()← S.send(M)
9: end if
10: end for
11: update ðPr cohðS, AÞnewÞ
12: returnPr cohðS, AÞnew

Algorithm 2: ONBTM.
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(ii) The ONBTM algorithm has higher average hop than
spray and wait. However, the algorithm ONBTM has
much lower average buffer time than spray and wait.
It indicates that ONBTM obtains a lower average hop
count and delivery resource consumption with a
smaller resource consumption.

(4) Average Latency. It represents the time that message from
generation to successful delivery. It is used to measure the
timeliness of the opportunistic network routing strategy in
delivering the message.

averagelatency = ∑messagesreceivedbydestinationnode
i=1 ti − ti0

messagesreceivedbydestinationnode
:

ð11Þ

ti0 is the produced time of message i, and ti is the time
that message i reaches the destination nodes.

In this experiment, we tested the average latency of
ONBTM, prophet, epidemic, and spray and wait. Some
observations from Figure 4 are as follows:

(i) In the experiment, the nodes ranged from 20 to 180.
When the node number is greater than 60, the average
latency obtained by ONBTM, prophet and epidemic
shows similar trends. As the nodes increase to 60,
the average latency of all routing algorithms shows a
different degree of decline. The average latency
obtained by ONBTM is close to epidemic, both are
slightly better than prophet, and spray and wait has
the fastest decline rate. It also can be seen that the four
routing algorithms have similar average latency when
running in a sparse opportunistic network.

5.2.2. Analysis. Firstly, we compared the average buffer time
of nodes by using four different routing algorithms. ONBTM,
prophet, and epidemic are relatively similar to each other in
average buffer time, but spray and wait is much larger than
the above three algorithms. With the increase of nodes, our
algorithmONBTM performs well than spray and wait, which
shows that our algorithm has a better control over network
resource consumption.

Secondly, we compared the delivery success rate of mes-
sages by using four different routing algorithms. Compared
with prophet and epidemic, ONBTM has a large increase in
the sparse and dense opportunistic network. Although spray
and wait performs slightly better than ONBTM, it occupies
more network resources and increases the energy consump-
tion. Algorithm ONBTM has a good balance between net-
work resource consumption and delivery probability.

Thirdly, we compared the average hop count of message
delivery by using four different routing algorithms. Algo-
rithm epidemic has a higher average hop count for message
delivery, especially when the node number is more than 80.
As the nodes increase from 20 to 180, ONBTM and prophet

Table 1: The parameter of simulation scenario.

Category Parameter (unit) Values

Scenario settings
Simulation time (s) 43200

Simulation region (m) 4500 ∗ 3400

Group characteristics

Group movement model Shortest path map-based movement

Buffer size (MB) 5

Wait time (s) 0~120
Speed (m/s) 0.5~1.5
msgTtl (m) 300

Message characteristics

Events.nrof 1

Events1.class MessageEventGenerator

Events1.interval 25~35
Events1.size (kB) 500~1000
Events1.hosts 0~29
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get similar average hop. When the nodes exceed 80, the spray
and wait obtains smaller average hop; this is because the
spray and wait algorithm gets smaller average hop count with
more persistent network resources.

Finally, we compared the average latency of the four dif-
ferent routing algorithms. As the nodes increase from 20 to
180, the ONBTM, epidemic, prophet, and spray and wait
algorithms all show a steady downward trend. However, the
prophet and epidemic algorithms consume a higher average
latency in the opportunistic network. When the nodes are
less than 60, the ONBTM algorithm and the spray and wait
algorithm have similar average latency. In the opportunistic
network where nodes increase from 60 to 180, the average
latency of the spray and wait is lower than ONBTM. The rea-
son is that when the message is delivered using spray and

wait, the message takes up more network resources for a lon-
ger time.

In summary, compared with existing opportunistic net-
work routing algorithms, ONBTM proposed in the paper
has a smaller network resource occupation and consumption,
smaller delivery latency and average hop count, and higher
delivery success rate. What is more, ONBTM algorithm
achieves a good balance between message delivery and
resource consumption, thus achieving higher quality of mes-
sage delivery with low resource usage.

6. Conclusion

The paper defined some concepts related to node intimacy
and proposed the ONBTM algorithm. Unlike the existing
opportunistic network routing algorithms, ONBTM has
strong adaptability and stability, especially suitable for sparse
opportunistic networks. Experimental results show that
ONBTM and optimization technique proposed in the paper
are effective and efficient. To lay foundations for node inti-
macy, we study the ONBTM in the sparse opportunistic net-
work. Through comparing four different routing algorithms
with different numbers of nodes, we find that the ONBTM
algorithm is more effective and efficient.

Data Availability

The data used in this study are generated by the famous
simulation platform ONE (Opportunistic Networking
Environment).
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